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considered requisite. It seems unlikely that the same herring 
spawn twice a year, but that the fi sh which spawn in the spring 
and autumn of one year do not spawn aga;n respectively till the 
spring and autumn of the next year, in which case it is difficult to 
account for two distinct races of herring. It may be supposed 
that at first all herring were in the habit of spawning about the 
same period, but as time went on they were found spawning 
during every month of the year. Specimens of ova, for example, 
have been sent nearly every week from the Aberdeenshirc coast, 
showing that herring have been spawning tminterruptedly in one 
district for at least ten months, from August 1883 to June 1884. 
The explanation of why at the present day there are two great 
spawning periods is not that spring and autumn are the two best 
periods for the depositing and hatching of the eggs, but that 
these are the two most favourabl e periods for the appearance of 
the fry, as then the surface-forms on which they feed are more 
abundant, as examination of the Ballantrae Bank showed. In 
the case of the herring the number of individuals does not depend 
so much on the number of eggs hatched as on the number of fry 
that survive. These when hatched are at first protected by their 
minute size and great transparency, and, given sufficient food, 
arc 1 ikely to pass safely through the larval stage. If the larval 
food were more abundant in autumn and in spring, more fry 
would naturally survive at these periods, and this would ulti
mately result in the formation of great shoals of autumn and 
spring herrings. All that has been written on the migration of 
the herring leaves us still very much in the dark as to either the 
extent or the causes of it. Meantime, we may suppose that the 
movements of the herring are regulated during a greater part of 
the year by the supply of food, which naturally renders their move
ments very inconstant, and during the rest of the year by what 
may be termed their spawning instinct. This seems to imply 
several things, but it specially leads the herring to select ground 
suitable for the deposit of eggs, waters having a suitable depth, 
ancl water which will provide abundant food for the young fry. 
It has been long known, and was placed hcyond doubt by the 
Fishery Board investigations of 1862-63, that herring were wont 
to spawn on hard ground. A very complete survey of the 
fhll antrae not only corroborated this fact, but showed that the 
herring even preferred to deposit their ova in the basin-shaped 
gravel-coated areas, where pres].lmably the water is stiller than 
oYer the stone-covered ridges, and where it covered many square 
ya rds with a layer nearly half an inch in thickness. Eggs were 
also often found arranged in low masses over the surface of the 
long stems of laminaria. In several instances the dredge had 
apparently come upon part of the bank where the eggs 
lay "to a very great depth," hut on examination it was 
found that the spawn, instead of forming thick masses, was I 
arranged in irregular heaps ranging from a quarter to half 
an inch in thickness, and varying in size from scarcely an inch 
to nearly six inches square. By laying the portions side by 
side in a tank it was possible to obtain a very accurate notion 
of the arrangement of the undisturbed ova, which certainly 
often form a regular layer covering several yards of the bottom. 
On the coast, judging from the specimens brought np by 
1·he long-lme fishermen, the herring seem to select hard ground 
plentifully covered with sea firs, especially II.J'dra//mmmia and 

Fishermen and others helieve that there is some 
relation between the herring deserting any given spawning
ground-such as the once much-frequented bank off Dunbar and 
the equally famous Guillam Bank in the Moray Firth -and the 
loss of herring-nets during storms, or when over-fished. The 
reason is that nets loaded with putrefying fi sh, when left on the 
ground, cause the herring to seek more agreeable banks else
where. This pollution would be continued and extended by 
portions of the net continuing to fish during the whole season, 
so that not only might the eggs first deposited be destroyed, hut 
fish which might have spawned on other portions of the bank he 
taken, and their eggs, though shed, renncred useless. In this 
way not only the greater part of a shoal, hut, what is of even 
greater importance, nearly all the eg;;s deposited during the 
spawning period might be destwyed, and the survivors of the com
paratively small brood hatched desert their birthplace as spawn
ing-ground and cast in their lot gregariously with the first large 
shoal they met with. In the artificial fertilisation and hatch
ing of herring ova the natural process of spawning was followed 
as far as possible, and many thousands of eggs treated in this 
way on March 8 hatched out on March 28, 29, and 30, the 
temperature varying from 41 ° to 44° F. ''/hen the eggs had 
been plentifully supplied with pure water, the ext remely active 

embryos kept revolving or wriggling inside the capsnle, till this 
rnpturecl and allowed the larval herring to escape bead -foremost. 
But if the supply of pure water had been limited , the capsule 
gave way prematurely, the long, slender body escaped, but the 
head r emained within, and the embryo usually perished in spite 
of all efforts to escape. The hatching was greatly expedited by 
the temperature of the water being slightly raised. As soon as 
the fry escape, they begin to try and ascend towards the surface, 
which they generally succeed in reaching on the fourth day, 
when they are found swimming freely about. This instinctive 
desire to rise to the surface as soon as they escape from the egg
capsule is evidently intended to hring them to the vicinity of the 
food, on which, after the fourth or fifth day, they depend for 
nourishment. Sketches are given (Plates iv. v.) of herring, 
illustrating the different positions of the tins. A map of the 
Ballantrae spawning-bank (Plate vi.), an<l rlrawings of a colony 
of .Hydrallrnmmia fa!cata (Plate vii.) and Anltrmu/o,·ia antennina 
(Plate viii ."), with cluster of eggs attached . A series of figures 
(Plate ix.) show the eggs deposited artificially on glass and natu
rally on stones, gravel, and on a lost net dredged at llallantrae. 

A number of interesting specimens received by the Board are· 
likewise described and figured:-(!) A new Blenny (Lumpenus 
lamprekcformis, Plate x. ), believed to be the first specimen re
corded from the shores of the British I sles ; it measured 10'7 
inches in length, and was taken in forty fathoms of water, fifteen 
miles off St. Abb's Head. (2) A fine Torp•do rwbilimza (Plate 
xi.) taken off Lybster in forty fathoms of water. (3) A Comber 
(Stramms cabri!la, Plate xii.) taken off Shetland, the first re
corded in the North Seas. (4) A Turbot (Rhombus maximus, 
Plate xiii. ), dark on both sides, with an eye on each side of the 
head and rounded frontal process, taken off Anstrnther. (S) A 
splendid Opah (Lampris luna), four feet in length, taken in 
seventy-five fathoms of water off Fluga, Shetland, and now being 
examined by Prof. Tu· ner, F.R.S. Another item is a list com
piled by Miss Maclagan of edible British fish es and mollusks, 
with their Latin, French, Italian, and German synonyms. 

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION 
SECTION D-BIOLOGY 

Departme11t of Zoology and Botany 

Remarks on the Characteristic Features of North American 
by Prof. Asa Gray.-The first impression produced 

on a visitor from Europe to the Atlantic coast would be the 
similarity of the flora to that of England , many of the plants 
being almost or quite the same. The larger number of these 
are obviously introduced. The mullein, the toad-flax, the rib
worts, the milfoil, the clovers, thrive by every roanside as in 
England, and perhaps with even greater luxuriance, the compe· 
titian being less. This strongly suggests the idea that the dis
tribution of plants is not always due so much to adaptation as to 
opportunity. As one proceeds westward and southward, the 
difference becomes more marked, the European type gradually 
disappearing. But as European settlements extend, the settlers 
carry their plants with them, and the plants are well up to the 
time, and travel by rail. On the other hand, some plants, but a 
much smaller number, are carried from America to Europe, 
anrl na turalised there. Such are lmtnti,ns fu!va and Eri,eerott 
cnnrufen.ris. Turning from similarities to differences, on e of the 
first points that strikes a European visitnr is the great wealth of 
trees and shrubs. This Prof. Gray illustrated hy giving the 
number of E uropean ann North American species in the most 
important arborescent orders. The reason of this is probably 
to be found in the different conditions of the two continents 
during the period of glaciation. The flora of Europe is 
exceptionally poor in trees, and, on the return of a warmer 
climate, the return northwards of those that survived in the 
south was barred by the Mediterranean. The fossil remains 
of trees belonging to many tropical orde•·s are found in our 
Miocene and Pliocene strata. In America, on the contrary, 
there was nothing to prevent their gradual return from the south, 
and accordingly we find solitary exampl es , or in some cases a 
larger number of representatives, of many tropical orders among 
the trees of the Northern States. Such ar e Jl.fmistemzum (Meni
spermace<e). Liriodemlr01z 
Tecoma (Bi<>noniacex), and many others. This difference 
is also pr;mote-l by the greater heat of the American 
summer ns compared with that of Europe. On the high 
lands of North America are also many Arctic plants, which· 
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Temained after the Glacbl period had passed away ; but 
·flora is insignificant compared with that of Europe. A few species 
are found on the cool of Lake Superior, the shores of 
Labrador, and certain summits of the Appalachian Mountains. 
One of the most interesting features of North American botany 
is an outlying region of a true tropical flora which extends 
northwards up the Atlantic coast as far as the "pine-barrens" 
of N cw J ersey. Proceeding westwards, whether in the States 
or in Canada, a gradual striking change is observed: not only 
do the l!:uropcan importations d isa j)pear, hut E uropean genera 
give place to those specially characteristic of the western con
tinent. Here above all is to be observed the extraordinary 
wealth of which make up about one-eighth of the 
total phanerogamous flora of North America; great numbers 
of species of AJter, Solidago, .Eupatorium, Sdphium, and other 
genera. Between the wooded region of the Atlantic and the 
wooded region of the Pacific coast, there is an immense tract of 
woodle' s prairie land, the home of the " buffalo" and of many 
grasses; and in the spring the number of bright coloured 
herbaceous plants is also very large. These plains are destitute 
of water, and probably never grew trees, and are capable of 
growing nothing but herbaceous plants, which completely dis
appear in the hot dry summer. Then comes the great chain of 
the Rocky Mountains, which arc well woorl.ed on their sides, and 
have on their summits a flora of about 200 A rctic species. W hen 
the traveller reache< the Sier ra N e vada, he enters perhaps the 
noblest coniferous forest in the world. nut while the Pacific 

·coa' t is extrao rd inarily rich in Conifenc, it has a smaller nnmber 
of trees belonging to other orders than the Atlantic coast; the 
entire absence of oaks, ashes, and maples, is especially re
markable. 

Obserz,_;tioi!S 01t the Trappin i( of Young Fish " Utriru
laria vul,;aris," by Prof. Moseley.-Small perch just out of the 
ovum were fo und in the blad ders of Utricularia vulgan·s, some 
of them caught by t he head, some by the tail ; but very close 
observation fai led to detect the act ual act of capture. No pro
cess of <ligestion has been <liscovered, and the object of the 
capture requires further investigati on. 

On tize Jess.;) Co!/,dion, to £ilus!rate the Fonstrp qf the 
United Statts in tlte N,:-w Vork l.'atural flistury Museum, by 
Albert S. Bieknaorc. - The great importance of the forest 
industries and lumber trade of the Unite<! States led Gen. 
\\'alker, the S uperintendent of the Tenth Census , to provide 
for a corps of competent experts, under the direction of Prof. 
Charles S. Sargent, who have ma<le new explorations of our 
forest lands, a.ncl gathered original data regarding their present 
extent. The results of these elaborate researches have been 
partially published from time to t ime in the form of bulletins, 
.and the coJn pietcd work wi ll soon appear in two large quarto 
volumes of the census >erics. To p!acc this great fund of valu
able information be fo:e the a rtisan and labouring classes in an 
acces ible form, a great collection of our forestry and its pro
·ducts was needed, and this Mr. Morris K. J cssop o ffered to 
provide at his own expense. After the field work planned by 
the census had been finished, Prof. Sargent directed his assistants 
to return to the forests, and to carefully selec t the individually 
largest and soundest tree of each >pecies. I'rof. Sargent is pre
paring a manual which will be a guide to the collection, aHd 
which contains all the most important information in the large 
census volume that will be useful to the visitors and to tbe 
artisan classes. T he museum is most fortunate in its location 
in Central Park, where more native and domesti cated species 
are flouri shing than can be seen together at any other place on 
the continent. This is the first effort yet made in this country 
to gather the na tive wood s together into one collect ion on a 
scale commensurate with the extent of the new continent and 
the importa nce of its forests. 

On t/u Orig11Z o/ Jrresh- 1oaJe1· .F'aunas, by W. J. Sollas.-'The 
a uthor comment ed on the lack of interest which had been pre
viously taken in the subject , and then referred to the experi
ments made by Bourdon in changing salt water into fresh. "l'he 
Q]d idea that sal t water had been the mother of life was now 
generally acknowledged. In the River Jumna, one thousand 
miles from its mouth, were found marine forms of mollusks. We 
ha;l to look furth er than change of temperature and the compo
Sition of the water for the manner in which ma rine specimens 
obtained their distribution. The currents of rivers always flowed 

and if got a short d istance up a 
nver they were ce rtam to be washed down again . The case was 
dlfferent with sw1 ft· swimming fish, the Salmonidre, for instance, 

which were able to swim up stream and lay their eggs in l agoons. 
According to a ta ble which he had prepared, nea rly a ll the 
groups of fi shes were both fresh-water and marine. H e referred 
to the evidence alTorded by geology to show that fresh-water 
forms were but modifications of those found in salt water. He 
believed the sea-water fauna had become fresh-water fauna in 
the times when tracts of salt water h ad become fresh-water lakes. 
He dwelt on the subject of secluded development, and concluded 
that the higher the organism the less possible was it to diverge 
from the parent stem. The tree of life at the p resent time 
rat her put out new leaves than fresh branches. 

Prof. M" urat of H arvard briefly criticised the paper. The 
subject was one, he said , rather for suggestion than dogma. 

Oil the Concordance o( t!te Mollusca botlz sides of 
the North Atlantic, by Dr. Gwyn J effreys. - -It was recommended 
that this paper should be printed en tire in the Proceedings. 

On the ldmtijication of Animal.< and Platds of h zdia whidz 
an mentioned by early Greek Aut/tors, by Prof. Valentine Ball, 
F.R.S.-He said that upon examina tion it had been fo und that 
many of the animals mentioned by Herodotus, Strabo, and 
other Greek historians, which had usually been regarded as 
myths by commentators, were easily identified as animals which 
were found to-clay in the forest s of India. For instance, the 
marticor" mentioned by old classical writers, and usually regarded 
as a combination of t iger and scorpion, was really a tige r. It 
was said by the Greek writers that the marticora had poisonous 
whiske rs and a sting a t the em! of tbe tail. In India to-day the 
inhabitants still regarded the whiskers of the tiger as poisonous, 
and when one was killed they always look care to burn the 
whiskers. With regard to plants, Herodotus mentioned the 
" Indian reed" or Calamus indicus, which was generally re
garded hy scholars as the bamboo. This was, however, impos
sible, as the bamboo did not grew large enough to furnish 
material for canoes, as Herodotus expressly stated that the 
Calamus indicus did. The speaker thought it was the Palmyra 
palm which grew in the valley of the Indus, and which was 
known in the Sanskrit language as the " Father of Reeds." 
There were many others of these animals and plants which 
could he identified, and when the writer's investigations were 
published he hoped it woulrl he found that he had exonerated 
the old travellers fro m the impu l:tt.ions which had been cast on 
their veracity. 

On the Rudimentary H ind Limb qf tlu H wnpbackrd Whak, 
Megajtera by Prof. J. Struthers.-He said the 
humpbacked whale was extremely rare on the British coast. 
One had been seen often spouting for some weeks in D ecember 
in the Firth of T ay ; it was mortally wounded, and finally 
towed ashore dead near Aberdeen. Jt was a male, forty feet 
in length. After it had been exhibi ted for a couple of weeks at 
Dundee he had partially dissected it. Having hcen preserved, 
it was further exhibited, and be had only completcrl his dissec
tion immediately previous to coming out. The presence of a 
rudimentary thigh-bone had been discovered in this species 
many years ago by the late Prof. Reinhardt of Copenhagen. 
The thigh-bone was composed entirely of a cartilage of conical 
shape, in length five and a half inches on the right side, four 
inches o n the left; it was incased in fibrous t issue, and rc<;ted loosely 
on the pelvic bone without articul ar surface. Looking at the 
anatomical facts a nd comparing them with those of the other 
species he had referred to, the conclusion which must be arrived 
at was that th e thigh-hone in the humpbacked whale was a 
rudimentary structure, a vestige o f a more complete limb 
possessed by ancestors, from which it was descended . The 
skeleton of this whale would be placed in the Dundee Museum, 
he hoped, before the Association met in A berdeen next year. 

On tlze Value of 1\lerve-supply £n tile D eterm£uation ofll1uscular 
A n omalies, by Prof. D. J. Cunningham.-He spoke of the 
muscula sternalis as a new muscle in man, which had no counter
part among animals. It was, according to his experience, found 
more frc<]uently among females than ma lcs, while Prof. Sheppard, 
of McGill College, had , he leallle<l, had three cases, all among 
males . 

Pro f. Moseley said that this subject of the anomalies of 
the muscles had a very important bearing in solving rna ny of 
the riddles of the evolutionary theory. 

Prof. Struthers said that while it was not at all impossible that 
new muscles were starting up within us, it was also possible that 
the muscles might have existed before, and not been discovered, 
as our predecessors did not examine things as closely as did the 
modern investigaiors in Tnuscular anomalies. 
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Dr. G. E. Dobson regarded this muscle as a rudimentary 
vestige of a muscle found in all the lower animals, by the use 
of which they are enabled to draw in their head and forelegs 
when they erect their spine. 

On tlze Mutual Relation of the Namt Groups of Echinoderms, 
by Prof. A. M. Marshall.-Ofthese there were four groups, the 
common starfish, brittle starfish, sea-urchins, and holothurians. 
He said the ne1-ve-system was originally de ri ved from the skin. 
In some animals the nerve-system sank below, in others it re
mained near the skin, these latter being in a more primitive 
condition than those in which the nerve-system had sunk down. 

Prof. Moseley characterised the paper as very valuable, having 
fully borne out a ll the discoveries of Prof. Carpenter, whose 
advancing age had prevented his being present. 

A paper On the Fa:talilfembranes of the Jlfanupialr, by Mr. A. 
H. Caldwell, who was sent to Australi a by the British Associa
tion to investigate ce rtain in teresting biological questions, was 
read, in his absence, by Mr. Sedgwick. It gave an account 
of the development of the marsupi:d embryo, which has been 
hitherto a riddle iu biology. A letter from Mr. Caldwell as to 
the progress of his investigations in Australia was also read. 

On Some Prculiari i,'s in the Geo<;rapJzica! Distribution and 
Habits ol Co-tain llfamma!s lnhab1ti11g Continmtat aad Oceanic 
lsla1tds, by G. E. Dobson, M.A., F.R.S.-The geographical 
distribution of mammals inhabiting continental ami oceanic 
islands has been lately so ably treated o.f hy Mr. Wallace, in his 
work " Island Life," that 1 do not purpose entering upon the 
subject from a general point of view, but will limit my remarks 
to some peculiarities of distribution which have attracted my 
attention while engaged in the special study of certain mam
malian orders : I refer particula rly to the Chiroptera and Insecti
vora. It is an interesting fact, not hitherto noticed, that many 
of the most characteristic species of the Chiropterous fauna of 
Australia have their nearest allies, not in the Oriental, but in the 
Ethiopian Region, thus contrasting remarkably with the avifauna. 
The remarkable genus Chalmolobus is represented only in Africa 
south of the equator and in Australia, a single species extend
ing into N ew Zealand. Again, the species of the cub-genus 
Mormopterus, which belongs to a genus (Nyctinomus) of world
wide distribution, is limited to the same zoological regions, being 
found only in Africa south of the equator, Madagascar, the 
Mascarene Islanlls, Australia, and Norfolk I sland. The presence 
of a species of this genus in Norfolk Island and its absence from 
New Zealand is very remarkable, for, as I pointed out for the 
first time about ten years ago, one of the two New Zealand ba ts 
known, namely Clta!iuo!obus tubercula/us, is a lso common in 
Australia. The species of the ext1 aordinarily specialised genus 
Megadermtt have their headquarters in the Oriental and Ethio
pian Regions; yet the largest species not only of the genus, but 
also of all known insectivorous bats, namely M. gi;;as, lately 
described by the writer from Central Q ueensland, has its nearest 
ally, not in any of the Oriental species, but in M. cor from 
Eastern Africa. Another very remarkable leaf-nosed bat, the 
type of my genus Tricenops, found in Madagascar, Eastern 
Africa, and Persia, but unknown in the well-searched Oriental 
Region, has its nearest and only ally in Rldnonycteris aumntia of 
Australia, the type of another very peculiar genus. Finally, 1 

Australia agrees much more closely with Madagascar and the 1 

Mascar,·ne I slands than with the Oriental R egion in the species 1 
of the large genus Pteropus, for, while species of the section of I 
which Pi. of Madagascar is characteristic a re well re- I 
presented in the. fotmer re. gions, they are absent from the latter. I 
Furthermore it is noticeable that, while So per cent. of the 
speCies of the genus inhabit the Australian Region and Mada
gascar with its islands, a single species only has found its way to 
the great continen t of Hindostan and to Ceylon. 

On the Geo/(mjhical Distributi"n of the I. ariJce (Gulls and 
Terns) witlt Special Reference to Canadian Species; by Howard 
Saunders. 

R esult of the Investzjations of Insular Nora s, by vV. D. 
Hemsley. 

Some Ob,ervations on the Direct Descendants of Bos primi
gmius in Great Britain, by G. P. Hughes. 

On Na tural Co-ordina 1ion as E IJinad in Organic Evo!ution, 
by Dr. W. Fraser. 

Department of Anatomy am! 

On the Prcsmce of Eyes a1ul Other Smse-OJ:Rnns in tlze Sluffs 
of ChitonidtZ, by H. N . Moseley, M.A., F.R.S., Linacre 
Professor of Human and Comp1ratiYe Anatomy in the Uni -

versity of Oxford.-The Chitonid<e have hi therto been regarded 
as characterised by an entire absence of organs of vision, the 
presence of eyes in the shells of num erous genera having been 
entirely overlooked hy naturalists . The autho r first discovered 
eyes in a specimen of Schizoditon incisus, rl.red 'eel by Capt. 
Chimmo, R.N., in the Sulu Sea, in which opecies they are 
larger and more conspicuous than elsewhere, and on examining 
carefully the shell s of certain other forms, found eyes present 
there a lso. The eyes are entirely confined to the shells, and to 
the exp :> sE"cl parts of these, the "tegmenta" not occ:urrin ' at all 
on the '' articulamenta." They never occur on the gi rdle or 
z.me, o r any other part of the mantle. They appear as bright, 
highly-refracting, convex beads on the shell-surfaces, encircled by 
zones of dark pigment formed by the choroid layers. The eyes. 
are usually circular in outline, and very minute, measuring in 
Schizochiton inci.rus about rj 175th of an inch in diameter, in 
Acanthopleura spin•:;;er 1/ 350th of an inch, and in 
aculeatum, in which thev are oval in outline, r /6ooth of an mch 
by about I /400th. In the case of all the intermed iate shells the 
eyes are confined to the are<e laterales, or to the lines of demar
cation between the are<e laterales and the area cen tralis, which 
latter is usually entirely devoid of them. In some genera of 
Chitoniclre, such as Acanthopleura and Corephicum, the eyes 
appear to be often destroyed and obliterated in the older regions 
of the shells by decay and delamination of the tegmental surface, 
or its de:<truction by boring Alg;e or animals. They at·e, how
ever, constantly re -formed hy the mantle in the process of 
growth of the shell a t the growi11g margin of the tegmentum, 
and may be observed in this situation in all stages of construc
tion. In other genera, such as Tonicia, the eyes lie in shallow 
pits of the shell-surfaces, and thus escape destruction by wear, 
nearly the entire number which have been f.>rmed being thus 
found present in fully-grown shells. The tu bercles and pro· 
minences by which the tegments are covered in some forms 
serve, perhaps, as protections to the eyes from attrition. The 
entire substance of the tegmentum in the Chiton id re is traversed 
by a series of branchin.c; canals, which are occupied in the living 
animal by corresponding ramifications of soft tissue and nerves. 
The strands of soft tissue are continuous with the tissues 
of the mantle along the line of junction of the margin of the 
tegmentum with the upper surface of the articu lamentum by 
means of a series of tubular perforations in the shell-substance. 
Further, in the intermediate shells of most genera there are a 
pair of lateral slit s (incisurre laterales), one on either side in each 
shell in the Jaterallamin re of insertion ; these slits lead each to. 
a narrow tract in the deep substance of the shell, which follows 
the line of separation between the area centralis and area 
Jatera lis. Th is tract is permeated by longitudinal canals, into 
which open a series of five apertures on the under surface of the 
shell. By these apertures numerous nerves enter the tract from 
the bed of the shell, and, traversing the longitudinal canals, give 
off a serie < o f lateral branches on either side from it to the net
work within the tegmentum. In the cases of the anterior and 
posterior shells, there are usually a considerable numbe_r of 
slits present in the laminre of insertion, each connected a 
similar nerve-supply to the tegmentum. The network termmates 
at the surface of the tegmentum all over in a series of elongate 
cylindri cal organs of touch, the ends of which are 
somewhat dice-box shaped, and can be pro truded beyond the 
level of the tegmental surface from a serie,; of pores, "macro
pores," by whi ch tbi -; surface is covered. These hrger o.rgans 
of touch give off from their sides five branches of soft tlssue, 
which pass vertically to the surface of the tegmentu m, and ter• 
minate there in minute plug-like organs the hrgcr ones, 
but much smaller, and which are protrusible from a se ric' of 
small er pores (micropores) in the >hell -substan ':· e. These sm• ll.er 
and larger touch-organs, and their corrcsp •ndmg pores, are dts· 
posed on the snri-tce of the tegmentum with more or exact 
regularity in different genera of Chitonid ::c·; inn>any cases .m very 
definite line< and patterns. The eyes are connected w1th the 
same network of soft tissue as the touch-organs, and are 
rently to be regarded as having arisen in development as 
modifi cat ions of them. The soft structures of each eye hem a 
more or les' pear-shaped chamber excavated in substance 
of the tegmentum. T he stalk of the pear, whtch forms the 
canal for the passage .of the o ,,tic nerve, is directed. alway's 
towards the free margm of the tegmc;.tum, and here tts wa. l 
is pierced by a circular aperture, which is cnvered by the c 
The cornea is calcareous, resisting the action of strong bcnlmg 
caustic alkalis, but co'lapsing at once when treated w1th actds. 
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In section it is seen to be composed of a series of concentric 
lam Its substance is continuous with the general calcare )US 

sub,tance of the tegmentum at its margins. The pear-shaperl 
cavity of the eye, formed by the shell-substance, is lined by a 
dark brown pigmented choroid membrane of a stiff and appa
rently somewhat chitinous texture. This membrane exactly fol
lows the shape of the cavity, but, by projecting inwards beyond the 
margin of the cornea all round, form·; an iris of a less diameter 
than the latter. A perfectly hyaline, strongly bi·convex lens is 
placed behind the iris aperture. It is cCJmposccl of soft tissue, 
and dissCJ!ves in strong acetic acid. The optic nerve at some 
distance from the retina is a compact strand, but before reaching 
the latter has its numerous fine fibres separated and loose. The 
retina is composed of a single layer of rather short but extremely 
distinct nucleated rods of roughly hexagonal section, with their 
free ends presented to the light. Immediately behind them is a 
dense mass of nerve-fibres with numerous nuclei and nerve-cells 
interspersed. The retina is on the type of that of Helix, and 
not, as ndght have been supposed, on that of the dor-a! eyes of 
Onciclium. A large part of the peripheral fibres of the optic 
nerve do not pass to the retina, hut pass outside the eye-chamber 
by a series of apertures in the choroid round the iris margin, and 
end at the shell-surface in a zone of touch-organs encircling the 
eye. The touch-organs are identical in structure with the 
smaller touch-organs already described as appended to offsets of 
the larger touch-organs all over the shell. In giving off nerves 
to a series of such small orgam, the eye thus corresponds exactly 
in structure to these larger touch-organs, and its homogeny with 
them is thereby clear:y indicated. The arrangement of the eyes 
varies much in the d iffercnt genera. In Sc!zizorltiton Z:ncisus 
the eyes are restricted to single rows traversing the lines sepa
rating the lateral <.rea from the area centralis, and corresponding 
in portions with the laterales and courses of the prin· 
cipal nerves. There are six rows of eyes, with six marginal 
slits on the antel'ior shell, and six on the and a single 
pair on each of the intermediate shells, twenty-four rows in 
all, with an average of about fifteen eyes in each, or, in 
all, 360 eyes. In A canthopleura spinZ:ger the eyes are 
irregularly 'cattercd around the bases of the tubercles with which 
the surface of the tegmentum is covered, and are confined in 
the specimens ex r mined to the region of the margins of the 
shells adjoining the mantle. The surface of the older regions 
of the tegmentum s ·ems in this species especially liable to flake 

carrying the eyes with it, and it will probably be found, 
when series of exan1plcs of various ages are examinec1, that the 
eye; are originally more widely extended over the shell surfaces. 
In Corephicztm aculeatztm the eyes are very small, with corneas 
oval in outline, the long axis of the oval being directed vertically 
to the shell margin. They are never placed on the tubercles 
with rows of which the shell-surface is covered, but between the 
hases of these. The two kinds of pores lodging the organs of 
tm1ch are arrange) irt vertical parallel lines with great regularity, 
the large pores occurring at intervals in the line; of smaller 
pmcs. The eyes are pre ent in enormous numbers, the amerior 
shell alone hearing more than JOOO, and the entire eight shells 
more than I r,5o::J, In Tonida marmorata the eyes are arranged 
in single straight radiating rows on the anterior and posterior 
shells. On each lateral area of the intermediate shells there are 
from two to four similar rows of eyes. In Ornithochiton the 
eyes are disposed somewhat similarly. In the genus Chiton, 
eyes appear to be entirely absent, though the touch-organs of 
two sizes and corresponding pores are present. In Molpalia, 
Mangin a, Lorica, ami Ischnochiton, I have as yet detected no 
eyes. In Chitonellus ther2 are no eyes, and the supply of touch
organs is scanty and confined to the margins of the tegmenta. 
The arrangement and structure of the eyes and organs of touch 
will probably be of great value in the classification of the Chi
t nida::, which has hirherto proved so difficult a problem. No 
traces of any structures resembling the eyes and touch-organs of 
the Chitonich" can be detected in the shells of Patella or allied 
genera. The tegmentary part of the shells of this group ap
pears to be something sui generis, cntircl y unrepresented in 
other Mollusca. Its principal function seems to be to act as a 
secure protection to a most extensive and complicated sensory 
apparatus, which in the Chitonidx takes the place of the 
ordinary organs of vision am\ touch present in other Oclonto
phora, .and fully accounts physiologically for the absence of these 
latter m them. Dr. \V. B. Carpenter observed the perforate 
slruct.ure of the tegmentum in Chiton, though he did not 
-examme the nature of the contained soft network. The late 

Dr. Gray, in his well-known paper on the structure of Chi tons, 
recognised the fact that the tegmentum in the is 
something peculiar to shells of this family. 

On a !Viet hod of Studyilt;g the Beluwiour of the Germs of Septic 
Orga11isms under Chan,ges of Temperature, by Rev. Dr. Dal· 
linger.-Description of a new apparatus invented for this purpose. 

A Organism which Separates Sulphur, by A. \V. 
Bennctt.-Descriprion of Bef"giatoa alba, an organism found in 
the ellluent water fron1 sewage-works, known as the "sewage
fungus," which has the property of separating sulphur out of the 
organic matter in the water, or in the salt used in precipitating 
the sewage, in the form of minute sharply refringent globules. 

On tlze Coagulation of Blood, by Prof. II. N. Martin and 'VI. 
II. HowelL-The blood of the Slider Terrapin, a turtle easily 
obtainable in Baltimore, had been used for a number of ex
periments, the object of which was to determine whether the 
views entertained by Hammarsten or by Schmidt were most 
reliable. The general conclusions went to show that the views 
of Hamrnarsten were more in accordance with the results of 
these observers. 

Prof. Schafer asked if the authors had made any experiments 
with reference to the addition of lecithin and white corpuscles 
respectively to the blood plasma. 

Prof. Martin replied that no experiments had been made with 
lecithin, but that he had found that the plasma did not clot 
when entirely free from white corpuscles or a watery extract of 
them. 

On t!te Blood of Limu!us po!yp!zemus, by Francis Gotch and 
J. P. T ,aws.-The paper was chiefly interesting, as Prof. Schafer 
remarked, on account of its indicating the combination of copper 
with a proteid replacing the usual iron. 

On Vaso-motor Nu'iJts, by Prof. H. P. Bowclitch.-He gave an 
account of some experiments he had been making to determine 
the need of vaso-motor nerves. lie had employed an entirely 
new method, namely, the usc of the plethysmograph. 

Demon.rtratZ:o11 of the Co-ordinating Centres of f(ro1lecker, by 
Prof. T. \V. Mills.-This subject had been previously practically 
demonstrated to most of the physiologists present. The view, 
in brief, held by Prof. Kronecker is that there is constituted in 
the ventricle of the clog's heart a centre which, when injured, is 
paralysed, and whose function of co-ordinating the muscular 
movements to form a beat is thus lost, the heart going into what 
is known as fibrillar contraction, which is wholly insufficient to 
propel the blood through the body. 

Dr. Martin hac\ seen this phenomenon when working on the 
coronary artery, and thought it due rather to injury of the 
nerves. 

Prof. Schafer held a somewhat similar view. 
Dr. Bowditch asked if, as the injuries referred to were 

mostly superficial, they did not differ very much from the case 
in point, which was a deep injury. 

Prof. McKendrick thought that if it was merely an injury of 
a nerve that caused the phenomenon, the heart might be brought 
back to its natural action; while the fact was a clog's heart, he 
understood, hac\ never been recovered. 

Dr. Mills also stated that Prof. Kronecker would, in conse
quence of injury of this centre, explain deaths from slight pricks 
of the heart, sudden death in heart disease in certain cases, and 
death from chloroform. 

Prof. Schafer thought that from the evidences it was clear 
electric excitation should not be used to recover hearts suffering 
from chloroform administration, inasmuch as the phenomenon 
could itself be caused by the application of an electric current. 

Dr. Osler thought the strength of current usually used by 
physicians in such cases was not so strong as those Prof. Schafer 
had in view. 

0" the CardZ:ac Nerv.s of tlze Turth, by Profs. Kronecker 
and Mills.-This communication went to show that in the sea 
turtle there were nerves whose function was perfectly analogous 
to that of the vagi and accelerantes in mammals. The comse of 
these nerves varied a good deal in different species and in 
different individuals, It had also been discovered that the 
pulsating great veins of the Janel turtle were under the influence 
of the vagus. 

Prof. Martin had found in the Slider Terrapin a ganglion, 
apparently answering to the thoracic ganglion of the dog, from 
which the accelerator nerve passed to the heart. 

On the Functions of the Jl.fm;l{inal Com olutimz, by V. Horsley 
and Prof. Schafcr.-The object of their experiments was to ascer
tain the effect of otimulation of localised areas of the marginal 
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convolution in the monkey, and their results filled up a gap in 
the well-known work of Ferrier in that they were able to show 
that removal of certain areas, the excitation of which had pre
viously caused movements of muscles of the trunk, &c., on both 
sides led to paralysis of muscles of the trunk of such a "degree 
that the animal was unable to stand. By removal of the frontal 
lobes no paralysis of voluntary movements were obtained. These 
results were in opposition to those of Munk, of Berlin. 

0 11a of Monotremes.-The President stated that he had a most 
important announcement to make. He had just received a cable
gram from Syclney, from Prof. Liversidge, announcing that Mr. 
Caldwell, the Balfour Student, who was sent out to Australia to 
investigate the mysteries in connection with the mammals of that 
country, hacl discovered that the Monotremes were oviparous. 
He did not consider that a more important telegram in a scientific 
sense had ever passed through the submarine cables before. The 
Monotremes formed two families characterised by the cluck· 
billed Platypus and an animal which was known to the Australians 
as the ant -cater. These were the lowest forms of mammals, and 
it had never been known how they produced their young. The 
extraordinary discovery was now made that these mammals laid 
eggs, and that the development of these eggs bore a close resem· 
blance to the development of the eggs of the Reptilia. This dis· 
covery proved that these animals were more closely connected 
with the Sauropsida than with the Amphibia. 

On Sensory Nerve-Sacs in the Skin of Amizwus, a Silzeroid 
Fish; and On tlte .Function of the Air-Bladder in Amizerus, and 
its Relationship to the Auditory Organ, by Prof. R. Ramsay 
Wright.-He referred to the numerous species in North Ame· 
rican fresh waters, and their remarkable uniformity, almost all 
belonging to one genus, Amiurus, while tropical fresh waters 
teem with many different genera differing extremely fr m each 
other in form. All the species, however, live in muddy waters, 
and, to make up for the want of the powetful eyesight which 
characterises the salmon, are provided with an exceedingly 
sensitive skin and with special tactile appendages on the heacl. 
The lecturer described the already known forms of sensory organs 
in the skin, and then pointed out that certain structures recalling 
the nerve-sacs of ganoid fi shes, like the sturgeon and gar-pike, 
are scattered all over the body from head to tail, and both on 
the upper and lower surfaces. This diffusion of these organs is 
of interest as indicating probably an ancient type of their arrange
ment. The second point touched upon was the function of the 
air-bladder and its relationship to the auditory apparatus. Prof. 
Wright believes the fish becomes sensible of alterations in the 
pressme of the surrounding water in the auditory apparatus, and 
suggested that the air-bladder is also an important channel 
through which sounds are communicated to the terminal organs 
of the auditory nerve. 

In the discussion which followed Prof. Alfred Haddon of 
Dublin confirmed the latter point, and suggested that this 
particularly delicate apparatus for receiving sounds was present 
on account of the fact that tropical Siluroids, at any rate, arc 
capable of producing sounds by means of a stridulating apparatus, 
some forms of which he had himself described. 

SECTION H-ANTHROPOJ.OGY 

MR. HoRATIO HALE read an interesting paper On the Origi1t 
of Wampum. He said that amongst the Indians it represented 
mammon, or money, and was equally valued. It had once heen 
actually accepted in Massachusetts and New York as legal cur· 
rency, owing to lack of silver, and was largely used in the Indian 
trade. Wampum consisted of a kind of bead or shell, but must 
not be confounded with the cowries of the East. Indians on 
the sea-coast drove a large trade in this article, and Long 
Island was a mine of wealth. The word wampum was of 
Algonquin origin, and meant white. The speaker explained the 
various uses to which this material wa> put. It was generally 
used in strings and belts, and at the great Iroquois ceremonies 
it was considered indispensable. Black wampum was more 
valuable than white. Of the many thousands of belts that had 
been known to exist during the last three centuries, scarcely fifty 
remained, and Mr. Hale regretted the clull indifference that had 
been displayed by the Americans with regard to this interesting 
and valuable material, valuable as forming a chronicle of the 
tribes who manufactured the bdts. Mr. Hale exhibited an his
torical belt of wampum, composed of white beads, with four black 
squares, which, he said, represented four towns. This belt, he said, 

was one hundred and sixty years old. Another and still more 
remar .. able belt was also shown by the speaker, who explained 
the emblems upon it, which, he said, were intended to represent 
the signs of the Christian religion . There were three crosses 
representing the Trinity, a lamb, executed in a primitive manner, 
and a dove. These objects, Mr. Hale said, had been evidently 
suggested to the Indian artist, who had done his best to represent 
them, but he said that his artistic powers should not be judged 
by this specimen. The speaker a lso displayed some strings of 
beads, and said that these were used in the Indian chants, the 
beads recalling certain verses to the singers. Mr. Hale showed 
to the Selction a photograph of some Indian chiefs of the six 
nations who had met at Brantford and explained to him the 
meaning of their wampum belts. Shell bead>, he said, were 
used in large quantities by the mound-builders, and he argued 
that it was probable that the art of manufacturing this medium 
had descended to the modern tribes from their more advanced 
ancestors. Some beads, which had been found in an enormous 
burial-place in Orillia county by Mr. Hirschfelder, were shown 
by Mr. Hale, who said that these were undoubtedly used by the 
Hurons. Crossing the Rocky Mountains, he said that wampum 
would be found in actual use, the material itself and the labour 
devoted to its ornamentation mak ing it extremely valuable. 
Being susceptible of a high polish, it forms very handsome 
ornaments, and is better adapted for this purpose than for cur· 
rency, for which it is cumbersome. Speaking of the amount of 
shell money possessed by the primitive Indians , Mr. Hale said 
that the average man owned about one hundred dollars' worth, 
that being, he said, about the value of two women, two grizzly 
bear skins, twenty-five cinnamon bear skins, or three ponies. 
Mr. Hale remarked on the districts in which wampum was found, 
and quoted some sentences from a work of his own with regard 
to the discovery of wampum in the Kingsmil! Islands of Micro
nesia in the Pacific Ocean. There, he >aiel, he saw strings of 
alternate wooden and shell beads. He exhibited to the Section 
specimens of beads from the Kingsmill I slands and from Cali
fornia, some of these having lost their ]u, tre from the long time 
which they bad been buried in a grave. Mr. Hale made some 
interesting remarks npon tbe history of Chinese money or 
"cash," tracing its origin to the tortoise-shell disks used in 
earlier times. Mock money, he said, was sometimes burnt at 
sacrifices, as the Californian Indians burnt their shell money 
at funerals. He traced the passage of this currency be
tween Asia and America, showing how it could have been 
brought from one district to another. It wa> used, he said, by 
Indians in Eastern North America, those in California, the in
habitants of Micronesia, and the Chinese. He thought that 
the monetary system was indigenous to China, and that by early 
intercourse it had been conveyed to this continent. He noticed 
the fact that Chinese junks and Micronesian prows may have 
been wrecked on the western shores of America, and that their 
crews may have introdn·:ecl the system of shell money amongst 
the Indians. 

Major J. W. Powell read a papt r on The Marriage Laws of 
the Nortlt American T1·i/Jes. In the course of his observations, 
the speaker remarked upon the custom of burying articles with 
the dead. There were two classes of property amongst the 
Indians, communal, or that belonging to the tribe, and personal, 
or that belonging to the individual. In order to prevent 
controversy the latter was buried with its own er. With regard 
to the marriage laws, Major Powell said there were many strange 
customs. For instance, in some tribes, marriages were arranged 
by officers of the tribe, and the choice of wife or husband was 
limited to certain groups of persons. Marriage was therefore 
not by personal choice, but by legal appointment. But marriage 
could be performed by elopement, or running away, when, if 
the couple could remain in safety from detection and punish· 
ment until after the day of jubilee, or the day wlten all offences 
are considered forgiven, then that marriage would be considered 
legal. Wives coulrl also be obtained by trial of battle, a contest 
of som e kind, when the woman became the helpmate of the 
victor. There was also marriage by capture. The methods of 
obtaining a wife were so common that the custom of marriage 
by legal appointment was much neglected. But though this was 
the legal and proper method, the others had become legalised 
by long custom, and now the capture, contest, or elopement 
were merely simulated. . 

Mr. C. A. Hirschfe!der of Toronto, as representative of the 
Numismatic and Antiquarian Soc 'ety of Montreal, read a paper 
On Prehistoric Remai11s in Ca11arla. The ancient remains of 
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